Abstract-Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems rely almost exclusively on short-term segment-level features (MFCCs), while ignoring higher level suprasegmental cues that are characteristic of human speech. However, recent experiments have shown that categorical representations of prosody, such as those based on the Tones and Break Indices (ToBI) annotation standard, can be used to enhance speech recognizers. However, categorical prosody models are severely limited in scope and coverage due to the lack of large corpora annotated with the relevant prosodic symbols (such as pitch accent, word prominence, and boundary tone labels). In this paper, we first present an architecture for augmenting a standard ASR with symbolic prosody. We then discuss two novel, unsupervised adaptation techniques for improving, respectively, the quality of the linguistic and acoustic components of our categorical prosody models. Finally, we implement the augmented ASR by enriching ASR lattices with the adapted categorical prosody models. Our experiments show that the proposed unsupervised adaptation techniques significantly improve the quality of the prosody models; the adapted prosodic language and acoustic models reduce binary pitch accent (presence versus absence) classification error rate by 13.8% and 4.3%, respectively (relative to the seed models) on the Boston University Radio News Corpus, while the prosody-enriched ASR exhibits a 3.1% relative reduction in word error rate (WER) over the baseline system.
I. INTRODUCTION
P ROSODY refers to specific patterns of rhythm, intonation, and lexical stress characteristic of human speech. These patterns are conveyed through modulation of the fundamental frequency (F0) contour, selective emphasis on certain words or syllables, and durational cues such as vowel lengthening, pauses, and hesitation. These acoustic correlates of prosody are referred to as suprasegmental cues, since they are usually associated with linguistic elements larger than phonemes, such as syllables, words, phrases, or even entire utterances; traditional speech processing and automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems typically operate at the segmental level and ignore such suprasegmental information. While the prosody of an utterance Manuscript received February 04, 2008; revised July 05, 2008. Current version published December 12, 2008 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Ruhi Sarikaya.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TASL. 2008.2005347 conveys information complementary to the segment-level spectral features used in many ASR systems, it is often difficult to exploit due to its suprasegmental nature. Moreover, the acoustic correlates of prosody exhibit high variability depending on a variety of factors, including context and the speaker's emotional state; the link between them and linguistic elements (typically words) is language specific, and for American English, tenuous at best. This makes it difficult to integrate prosody within spoken language systems, except in ad-hoc ways for very specific applications. Categorical representations of prosody attempt to solve this problem by encoding prosodic events using a symbolic alphabet. Tones and Break Indices (ToBI) [1] , INTSINT [2] , and iViE [3] are all examples of symbolic prosody annotation standards well-known in the community. The advantages of adopting a symbolic representation of prosody over continuous-valued acoustic-prosodic features are twofold.
1) Symbolic representation of prosodic events greatly reduces the variability associated with acoustic-prosodic features and makes it easier for automatic learning algorithms to derive relationships between said events and other linguistic entities (e.g., words, syntactic boundaries). 2) Many of these annotation schemes (e.g., ToBI) are linguistically motivated; the prosodic transcription is thus correlated with linguistic elements (e.g., ToBI pitch accent is closely related to syllable stress and word prominence). As a result, categorical representations of prosody are far more amenable to systematic integration within spoken language systems than the corresponding acoustic-prosodic features. Indeed, previous work on automatic detection and labeling of prosodic events in speech [4] suggests a strong co-occurence of lexical items (syllables, words, part-of-speech tags) and specific categorical prosodic events. For instance, content words are much more likely to be associated with pitch accent events than function words. Similarly, prosodic boundary tones are much more likely to succeed nouns than adjectives. This correlation can be exploited in many spoken language systems; in ASR, for example, knowledge of pitch accent events may help de-emphasize and eliminate word hypotheses that may otherwise compete closely with, or even overshadow, the truth.
A. Previous Work
To our knowledge, there has only been a handful of previous efforts at integrating symbolic prosody in ASR systems. A theoretical framework for integrating symbolic prosody within ASR is described in Ostendorf et al. [5] . Wang et al. [6] incorporated a four-class lexical stress model induced by acoustic-prosodic 1558-7916/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE features in a first pass Viterbi search to improve recognition performance over a baseline ASR (small vocabulary, conversational telephone speech, weather information domain). A WER reduction of 0.4% absolute (5.3% relative) over the baseline error rate of 7.6% was reported using this technique. The "ground truth" stress labels for training the lexical stress classifier were obtained from the segmental MFCC features using "stressed" and "unstressed" phoneme variants. Thus, the ground truth labels are not based on human annotation.
The work of Hasegawa-Johnson et al. [7] and Chen et al. [8] is perhaps most relevant to the present discussion. They incorporated symbolic prosody within ASR by training prosody-dependent phoneme acoustic models which were implemented as explicit-duration hidden Markov models (EDHMMs). An augmented feature set consisting of segmental MFCC features and acoustic-prosodic features based on F0 observations was used for training these models. This was used in conjunction with a prosody-enriched language model, implemented as a joint model of word tokens and prosody symbols. Using these models, they achieved a word error rate (WER) reduction of 1.5% absolute (6% relative) over a baseline error rate of 25.1% on the Boston University Radio News (BU-RNC) [9] task. In obtaining these results, they used 90% of the prosodically annotated data for training and the remaining 10% for testing.
In our previous work, we incorporated categorical prosody models within ASR in a decoupled fashion for -best list rescoring [10] , obtaining a 1.2% relative reduction in WER. On the prosody-integrated syllable recognition task [11] , we rescored ASR lattices with categorical prosody models to obtain a 2% relative improvement in WER. These results were obtained on the BU-RNC.
B. Contributions of This Paper
While the above literature reports modest but significant improvement in word error rate with prosody-integrated ASR, one major limitation of categorical prosody models is the lack of sufficiently large prosody-transcribed data to train them. This is a direct result of the laborious and time-consuming nature of manual transcription of prosodic events. It has been reported [12] that obtaining human-annotated ToBI-style transcriptions for speech corpora can take up to 100-200 times real time, depending on the annotator's level of training and familiarity with the scheme. The difficulty and cost involved in obtaining such rich transcriptions is further evidenced by the existence of just a handful of publicly available corpora that provide ToBI transcriptions: the Boston University Radio News Corpus (BU-RNC) [9] , the Boston Directions Corpus (BDC) [13] , portions of the Rochester TRAINS Corpus [14] , and a small subset of the Switchboard Corpus [15] . The unavailability of significant amounts of prosodically annotated data across different domains precludes, or at best severely limits the widespread adoption of categorical models of prosody for spoken language systems, including automatic speech recognition.
In this paper, we address the sparsity problem by proposing unsupervised adaptation of categorical prosody models using models trained from seed (human-annotated) data and a large speech corpus that does not provide enriched prosodic transcriptions. This not only improves the quality and coverage of the models, but also enables us to use them for larger scale tasks where the seed models trained from limited annotated data may be too impoverished to provide any benefit over a baseline system. Following our work in [16] , we introduce novel techniques for adapting and smoothing the proposed categorical prosody models and evaluate their performance on two tasks: prosody label classification and speech recognition. To our knowledge, this is one of the first efforts at unsupervised adaptation of prosody models.
Our prosody-enriched ASR setup also differs from that of [7] , [8] in that we do not modify the baseline ASR models in any way; as we will see, prosody models are used to rescore ASRgenerated lattices in a postprocessing step. Thus, the prosody models are decoupled from the ASR models, allowing us to develop, adapt and evaluate them independently. This is quite different from the approach in [8] , where prosody-dependent allophones are trained using an augmented feature set. This approach adds complexity to the ASR acoustic models and is not easy to scale to larger task domains for which prosody labels are not readily available for training.
A block diagram illustrating the various components of our system is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed method works with a relatively smaller amount of prosodically transcribed data for training. In order to evaluate our proposed adaptation techniques, we use a much smaller fraction % of the human-annotated corpus for training (for comparison, [8] uses 90% of the prosody-annotated corpus for training and only 10% for evaluation).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the speech corpora we use in our work and presents details on the baseline speech recognizer. Section III introduces the architecture of the prosody-enriched ASR, and describes the role of the underlying prosodic acoustic and language models. We also discuss the implementation of this system: a lattice-enrichment procedure by which symbolic prosody is used to augment ASR lattices. In Section IV, we discuss the difficulty of training a prosodic language model (PLM) for prosodic event detection and speech recognition, and introduce a novel, unsupervised adaptation algorithm based on fractional -gram counts derived from word-confusion networks. Section V describes a technique for improving the quality of the prosodic acoustic model (PAM) using a weighted variant of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation. Both adaptation techniques make use of a large speech corpus that, unlike the BU-RNC, is not annotated with symbolic prosody tags. In Section VI, we evaluate these adaptation schemes on the binary (presence versus absence) pitch accent classification task. We also evaluate the adapted prosody models in the context of speech recognition, and compare it with the baseline system that uses no prosody. Section VII concludes this paper with a discussion of our findings and proposes new directions for research in this area.
II. SPEECH CORPORA AND BASELINE ASR
We used two publicly available speech corpora for our experiments in prosody model adaptation and enriched ASR; one with human-annotated ToBI transcriptions for training the seed prosody models, and the other, a standard corpus without prosodic annotation for unsupervised adaptation of the seed models, as described below.
A. Human-Annotated Corpus
The Boston University Radio News Corpus (BU-RNC) [9] consists of about 3 h of read news broadcast speech from six speakers (three male, three female) with ToBI-style pitch accent and boundary tone annotations. The entire corpus consists of 29 573 words, which we split into a training set (14 719 words) and an evaluation set (14 854 words). After eliminating story repetitions from the evaluation set, its useful size was reduced to 10 273 words, which we split into a held-out development set (2900 words) and a test set (7373 words). A relatively large evaluation set was chosen in order to ensure that we were able to establish the statistical significance of our results. This also meant working with a smaller training set, which allowed us to evaluate our adaptation schemes in a data-starved scenario. As before [4] , various types of pitch accents annotated in the BU-RNC were collapsed to binary labels that indicated presence or absence of pitch accents. A total of 7002 words (47.5%) in the training set carried any type of pitch accent; similarly, 3471 words (47.0%) in the test set carried a pitch accent. This corpus was used for training the seed prosodic acoustic and language models, and also for evaluating the performance of our unsupervised adaptation techniques. The prosody-enriched ASR was also evaluated on this corpus.
B. Adaptation Corpus
The adaptation dataset was culled from the WSJ1 (CSR-II) [17] newswire dictation corpus and consisted of approximately 22 400 utterances totaling about 407 000 words. This corpus consists of speech data and associated transcriptions, but does not provide symbolic transcriptions of pitch accents or other prosodic events. The unsupervised algorithms described in the following sections used this corpus to adapt the seed models for pitch accent classification and speech recognition.
C. Baseline Speech Recognizer
We developed the baseline ASR using the University of Colorado SONIC [18] continuous speech recognizer. We trained gender-specific acoustic models for this ASR by adapting seed acoustic models from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) task with the training partition of the BU-RNC using tree-based MAPLR. The acoustic-phonetic features used by these models were standard 39-dimensional MFCC vectors used in most systems. The language model for the baseline ASR was trained with a combination of the BU-RNC training partition and the WSJ1 transcripts; the weight used to combine these two sources of text was optimized on the held-out development set. We used a trigram structure for the baseline LM and used the SRILM toolkit [19] to estimate its parameters.
III. PROSODY-ENRICHED SPEECH RECOGNIZER
The architecture of the prosody-enriched speech recognizer is developed along the lines of our previous work [10] , [11] , with a few important differences in the nature of the prosody models, as described below. We augment the standard ASR maximum a posteriori equation to include categorical prosody labels and acoustic-prosodic features as (1) where denotes the sequence of words, the sequence of discrete prosody labels, the segment-level spectral features (MFCCs) and the acoustic-prosodic features, typically consisting of energy and F0 contour statistics, as well as timing cues such as vowel duration. In order to make the problem more tractable, we simplify this joint probability distribution by invoking the following conditional independence assumptions.
• The prosody labels are conditionally independent of the segment-level features given the word sequence .
• The acoustic-prosodic features are conditionally independent of the word sequence and segment-level features given the prosody labels . Upon making these assumptions, (1) simplifies to (2) Note that this formulation is different from that described in our previous work. In [10] , we retained both the acoustic and language model scores provided by the ASR. In [11] , we retained the ASR acoustic model score and replaced the ASR language model by a prosody-enriched factored language model . In both [10] and [11] , the prosodic acoustic model exhibited a discriminative structure, implemented as a feedforward neural network. In our present formulation, the prosodic acoustic model has a generative structure, while the prosodic language model is now a joint distribution over compound tokens formed by the concatenation of the word sequence and the corresponding pitch accent tags . The rationale for these choices is as follows.
• Experiments indicate that, while a factored back-off structure provides important smoothing benefits for predicting prosody labels [4] , it is not as useful for predicting word sequences. In this case, a simpler structure based on trigrams of compound (word, prosody label) tokens is easier to train and provides greater flexibility.
• The choice of a generative structure for the prosodic acoustic model facilitates the conversion of lattices to confusion networks for generation of confidence weights for adaptation. Details will be explained in Section IV-A. The weights and serve to weight the prosodic acoustic and language models for optimal performance and are tuned on the held-out development set. Below, we give details of the structure and implementation of the prosody models introduced in this section.
A. Prosodic Acoustic Model
The prosodic acoustic model in (2) has a generative structure, and a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a natural implementation for this model. Since the word-level pitch accent labels are binary (present versus absent), we trained two GMMs, one for each class, using the standard EM algorithm for GMM parameter estimation. Word-level acoustic-prosodic features for training these GMMs are obtained from ASR forced alignment at the word-and phone-level, and are based on previous work on prosody labeling [4] ; the feature set was expanded to incorporate surrounding context information (previous and succeeding words) in addition to features drawn from the current word. We extracted a total of ten features related to the F0 track, RMS energy, and vowel duration cues as described in Table I . We used the normalized duration of the longest vowel within the word as a durational feature. F0-related features include the ratio of within-word average and maximum F0 to the corresponding statistics extracted from the preceding and succeeding words, the ratio of within-word average F0 to the utterance average F0, and within-word F0 range. Energy-related features include the ratio of the within-word RMS energy to the utterance average RMS energy, as well as the ratio of within-word RMS energy to the RMS energy of the preceding and succeeding words.
B. Prosodic Language Model
The PLM is a joint probability distribution over the word sequence and binary pitch accent tags . We implemented it by creating compound tokens and training a standard back-off trigram LM with these tokens. This structure was chosen because of its simplicity, efficiency of implementation, and close relationship with the standard ASR LM. This model is trained only on the annotated data from the BU-RNC. We used the SRILM toolkit to train this model.
C. Lattice Enrichment
The baseline ASR can be configured to generate lattices that provide a compact representation of many competing word hypotheses. Each lattice typically consists of a number of nodes, which mark points in time, and arcs which connect these nodes. Each arc represents one word and carries supplementary information including the ASR acoustic model score for that word, the language model score for that word given its context, and a phone-level segmentation of the word.
For each word in the lattice, we extract the acoustic-prosodic features listed in Table I using the word-and phone-level timealignment information. One issue is that these lattices can be quite dense, and it may not be possible to establish a unique leftand right-context for feature extraction (since feature values for the current word depend on statistics drawn not only from the current word, but also from the previous and succeeding words). Therefore, we first expand the lattices so as to establish a unique left-and right-context for each arc (word) in the lattice. We then extract the features listed above and evaluate their likelihood given the prosodic acoustic model . The two likelihood scores per lattice arc (one from each GMM) are embedded in the ASR lattices as illustrated in Fig. 2 to generate prosody-enriched lattices. The procedure can be described as follows. We replace each word arc in the original ASR lattice with its two prosodic variants, one with a pitch accent and the other without. The ASR acoustic model score associated with the original arc is then applied to both replacement arcs after combining it with the appropriate likelihood score from the prosodic acoustic model. Scores from the prosodic acoustic model are weighted as per (2) before they are combined with the ASR acoustic model score. ASR language model scores are left untouched during this step.
In the next step, the ASR language model scores associated with each word arc in the prosody-enriched lattices are replaced with scores from the prosodic language model with the appropriate weighting factor applied. Following the description in (2), the resulting enriched lattices contain a combination of the ASR acoustic model score , the prosodic acoustic model score , and the prosodic language model score . Finally, (2) is implemented by using the Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely path through these enriched lattices.
IV. PROSODIC LANGUAGE MODEL ADAPTATION
We note from the implementation of the prosody-enriched ASR in Section III-C that the ASR LM is replaced by the prosodic LM. One major issue with this substitution is data sparsity. The ASR LM is trained on very large text corpora with millions of words (although in our experiments, it has been trained with ca. 415 000 words for a fair comparison between the baseline and enriched systems). On the other hand, prosodically annotated text required to train the PLM is in very short supply: the training set used in our experiments contains only 14 719 words with pitch accent annotations for training this model. If a PLM trained with such a small dataset replaces the baseline ASR LM as proposed, the performance of the enriched ASR will be very poor due to the impoverished PLM's lack of coverage.
In order to address sparsity and coverage issues endemic to the seed PLM, we present a novel technique for unsupervised adaptation of the seed PLM using a large, prosodically unlabeled speech corpus. We evaluate the effectiveness of our method on the binary pitch accent (presence versus absence) classification task before integrating the adapted PLM within a speech recognizer. Our technique works by weighting different segments of the adaptation set according to the confidence level assigned by the seed prosody models during automatic prosody labeling. This weighted data is used to adapt the seed PLM. Details of this method are presented below. For the task of prosodic event detection, we will assume throughout this section that we have access to the speech data as well as the corresponding clean text transcriptions; this data is provided by the adaptation set.
A. Architecture of the Prosodic Event Classifier
The prosodic event classifier used in these experiments follows our work in [4] , where we proposed a MAP structure for the prosody recognizer. Thus, our system chooses the sequence of binary pitch accent labels that maximizes their posterior probability given the acoustic-prosodic features and the word sequence as
The above expression can be simplified by first applying Bayes' rule and then by invoking the assumption that the acoustic-prosodic features are conditionally independent of the lexical evidence, given the sequence of pitch accent labels. We can then rewrite (3) as follows: (4) In (4), the RHS involves two factors-1) the prosodic acoustic model , which provides the likelihood of the acoustic-prosodic features given the pitch accent label and 2) the PLM , which relates the word sequence to the pitch accent label sequence. We note that the models introduced in this section for automatic prosodic event detection are congruous to those used in our proposed enriched speech recognizer.
B. Implementation of the Classifier
Implementation of the classifier in (4) begins with the construction of a word confusion network that encodes the prosodic variants of each word in the utterance to be labeled. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where a linear sequence of nodes is connected by pairs of arcs; in the figure, the top arc denotes the unaccented variant of the word, while the lower arc denotes the accented variant. ASR-generated word-and phone-level alignments are used to derive the acoustic-prosodic features listed in Table I . The prosodic acoustic model is then used to evaluate likelihood scores for each prosodic variant; these scores are embedded within the appropriate arc of the confusion network. This network is then rescored with the PLM, and the resulting lattice is decoded with the Viterbi algorithm to determine the most likely sequence of pitch accent labels. The mixing weight is optimized on the held-out development set. Note that it is also possible to use the acoustic and language models individually for prosodic event detection. To use the former by itself, we use the GMMs directly as a MAP classifier by multiplying the model likelihood scores with the prior distribution of labels , disregarding the PLM rescoring step. To use the PLM by itself, we simply score the original confusion network (omitting the acoustic likelihood scores) with the PLM.
We used the small, human-annotated BU-RNC training partition (14 719 words) to train the seed prosodic acoustic and language models. For bootstrapping, we implemented the prosodic acoustic model as 25-mixture GMMs with diagonal covariance structure. The seed PLM was implemented as a standard back-off trigram model and was trained with compound tokens consisting of the word sequence and the corresponding pitch accent label sequence derived from ToBI annotation. As expected, the PLM exhibited very poor coverage, with a 21.3% token out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate on the test set. Improving the quality and coverage of the PLM is therefore of significant importance for both prosodic event labeling and for prosody-enriched ASR; we achieve this through unsupervised adaptation.
C. Naïve Adaptation
Before presenting our proposed scheme, we describe two naïve techniques for alleviating the high OOV rate of the seed model and evaluate their performance with respect to the seed model as well as the proposed adaptation technique.
• Majority Prediction (MajPred): This is a trivially straightforward method in which we associate each word of the adaptation set with the majority prosodic category. In our case, each word is labeled as "not accented," and this labeled corpus is then used to train a PLM that is merged with the seed model to create an adapted model .
• LM Prediction (LMPred):
In this method, we train a factored back-off model from the annotated data. The factored structure provides better smoothing for prosody label prediction as compared to the joint model and is described in greater detail in [4] . We use this model to predict prosody labels for the adaptation set. This labeled corpus is then used to train a PLM that is merged with the seed model to generate the adapted model . In both cases, the weight used to merge the seed model and the model trained from the adaptation data is optimized on the held-out development set. Neither of these simplistic techniques utilizes the discriminatory power of the acoustic evidence. As we will see, our proposed scheme makes use of both acoustic and lexical models of prosody to train the PLM.
D. Proposed Adaptation Scheme
We begin by setting up the pitch accent detection framework for the unlabeled adaptation data using the acoustic model and the seed PLM as described in Section IV-A. Due to the back-off structure of the PLM, the lattices generated by rescoring the word graph with the seed models no longer retain the original sausage structure.
In the next step, we generate word posterior probabilities for each compound token . This is accomplished by a two-step process: 1) link posteriors are computed for each link in the rescored lattice using a variant of the forward-backward algorithm, and 2) links corresponding to the same compound token are collapsed to generate a confusion network identical to the one that was originally created for labeling, except that the arcs in the network now contain compound token posterior probabilities computed from the prosodic acoustic and language models. This technique for generating word posteriors and confusion networks is borrowed from minimum word error rate decoding for ASR [20] , [21] .
The confusion networks with token posteriors are then used to generate fractional (soft) counts for PLM -gram estimation. Fig. 4 illustrates this procedure for a sample fragment of the network. The unigram count of a compound token is set to its posterior probability. For higher order terms (bigrams and trigrams), the count of the term is set to the geometric mean of its constituent posteriors. Thus, terms with high posterior probabilities, which correspond to regions in which the seed models exhibit high confidence, are assigned larger fractional counts and vice-versa. In this way, fractional counts for all possible unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams are extracted from the adaptation networks and are used to train a PLM from the adaptation data. This is merged with the seed PLM to create the adapted model . As before, the merge weight is optimized on the held-out development set.
We defer the presentation and discussion of results for binary pitch accent (presence versus absence) classification with the adapted prosodic language models (both naïve and proposed techniques) to Section VI.
V. PROSODIC ACOUSTIC MODEL ADAPTATION
While the parameter-rich prosodic language model bears the brunt of the data sparsity issue discussed earlier in this paper, the problem also affects the prosodic acoustic model, but to a lesser degree, depending on the dimensionality of the acoustic-prosodic features and the complexity of the constituent GMMs. In our case, a GMM may require several hundred free parameters to be trained with just a few thousand training samples, causing the model to overfit the training set and prevent generalization to unseen data. In this section, we present a technique for unsupervised adaptation of GMM-based prosodic acoustic models using a much larger, unannotated dataset. The first part of this process, which involves obtaining confidence weights (posterior probabilites) for each compond token, is identical to the procedure followed for PLM adaptation. This is followed by MAP adaptation of the seed prosodic acoustic models using a weighted variant of the EM algorithm. Just as we did for the PLM adaptation case, the testbed for evaluating our proposed technique is the binary pitch accent classification problem. We show that the adapted models outperform the seed models on this task.
A. Acoustic Model Structure
In Section IV-B, we chose a relatively low-complexity 25-mixture diagonal covariance GMM structure for the acoustic model and used it to generate confidence weights for PLM adaptation. While such a model could be robustly estimated with the small number of training samples at our disposal, a more complex model with full-covariance structure is likely to improve classification and recognition performance given a sufficiently large training set for estimating its parameters. We therefore chose 45-mixture, full-covariance GMMs for ultimately implementing the pitch accent classifier and prosody-enriched ASR. However, we were unable to train these models with the limited training data due to numerical errors caused by ill-conditioned covariance matrices, a problem that is typical of such scenarios. Our approach was to train 45-mixture diagonal-covariance models and use their parameters as initial "guess" values for unsupervised adaptation, which uses the unlabeled dataset to estimate full-covariance models.
B. Weighted EM-MAP
We propose a novel, weighted EM-MAP scheme for soft adaptation of the acoustic-prosodic models using posterior probabilities obtained from the prosodic confusion networks. This method differs from conventional EM training for GMM estimation in that each adaptation sample has a weight associated with it. Samples with larger weights (indicative of high confidence) contribute more to the adaptation process, whereas samples with low confidence do not have a significant influence on the adapted estimates. A distinct feature of this approach is that we do not divide the unlabeled data into classes based on confidence scores; rather, all adaptation samples affect both acoustic-prosodic models simultaneously, but to different degrees. The relative influence of each sample on the GMMs is dictated by the external information source, in this case the posterior probability assigned to each sample by the seed models.
We begin by defining a likelihood function that incorporates the seed model weights as (5) where . The full set of model parameters is represented by the vector . This function differs from the traditional likelihood function due to integration of the confidence weights associated with vector adaptation samples . The rationale behind this modified likelihood function is that adaptation samples associated with a large weight see a narrow, focused distribution, whereas samples with low confidence weights see a diffuse, flat distribution. This formulation leads to parameter update equations that emphasize samples with high confidence and vice-versa.
Following the notation of [22] , the modified auxiliary function for EM is then given as (the superscript in indicates an initial "guess" for the parameter ).
(6) where In the above formulation, represents the full set of GMM parameters, including mixture weights, mean vectors, and covariance matrices. The vector represents the (hidden) random vector that determines the assignment of training samples to mixture components. Its dimensionality is equal to the number of training samples in .
Using basic vector and matrix calculus [22] , this modified auxiliary function can be maximized w.r.t the unknown parameters to obtain the following maximum-likelihood (ML) update equations for the mixture weights , mean vectors , and covariance matrices as follows:
These modified update equations make intuitive sense: (8) is the mean of the adaptation samples weighted not only by the mixture occupation probability as in conventional EM, but also by the confidence weights . This suggests that adaptation samples with large confidence weights influence the estimated GMM mean vectors to a greater extent than samples with low weights. Similarly, (9) implies that the distributions are focused around samples with large confidence weights. Fig. 5 illustrates the operation of these equations for a onedimensional dataset over which we fit a two-mixture GMM. Fig. 5(a) shows, superimposed on a histogram of the dataset, a trace of the GMM estimated using the standard EM algorithm without weights. Fig. 5(b)-(d) illustrates the GMMs estimated by weighted EM-MLE for different cases; in each of these cases, unit weight is applied to the samples with the darker shade, while a lower weight (0.3) is applied to the samples with the lighter shade. These figures clearly show that the weighted EM-MLE equations exhibit the desired behavior of biasing the GMM towards the samples with larger weight.
While the ML update equations provide intuition on how the confidence weights impact parameter estimation, our task in this paper is to adapt existing seed acoustic-prosodic models using unlabeled data. MAP adaptation is the traditional approach to this problem. Following the approach of [23] , we construct a prior distribution for the GMM parameters by assuming the form of a Dirichlet distribution for the mixture weights and a normal-Wishart distribution for the mean vectors and covariance matrices (10) The prior "hyperparameters" and are computed using the original (labeled) seed training data in a manner similar to that described in [24] . This leads to the following update equations for weighted EM-MAP: (11) (12) (13) where, for ease of notation, we have defined and as follows: (14) (15) As with standard EM, (11), (12) , and (13) are evaluated iteratively until convergence.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We began by training seed prosodic acoustic and language models from the training partition of the BU-RNC. After evaluating the performance of these models on the binary pitch accent classification task in order to establish a baseline, we adapted these models using the proposed techniques. The adapted models were then used to carry out the same classification task. Results from these experiments are summarized below.
A. Prosodic Language Model Adaptation
The seed PLM trained from human-annotated BU-RNC data gave an error rate of 32.0% on the test data, significantly worse than the seed acoustic model. This is on account of the high compound token OOV rate of 21.3%, which is a result of data sparsity. We then experimented with the two naïve methods discussed in Section IV-C to generate adapted PLMs and evaluated their performance. The majority prediction (MajPred) scheme performed worse than the seed PLM with an error rate of 34.5%. The token OOV rate was significantly reduced to 14.8% due to inclusion of the adaptation data, but since the two prosodic categories were more or less balanced, majority prediction resulted in a high error rate when used to label the adaptation set, causing poor estimates of the resulting PLM. The LM prediction scheme (LMPred), with an error rate of 31.6% and a token OOV rate   TABLE II  PITCH ACCENT DETECTION RESULTS (ERROR RATE) of 12.8%, performed slightly better than the seed model. The incremental gain provided by this scheme is due to improved smoothing provided by the factored PLM.
We then implemented our proposed confidence-weight based technique of Section IV-D to generate the adapted model . The weight of the acoustic model in the initial rescoring step and the PLM merge weight in the final step were jointly optimized on the development set. The error rate for pitch accent labeling with this model was 27.6%, which represented a 4.4% absolute (13.8% relative) reduction in error rate over the seed model. The token OOV rate for this model was only 4.8%, a 16.5% absolute reduction over the seed model. These results are summarized in Table II .
B. Prosodic Acoustic Model Adaptation
To evaluate the performance of the adapted prosodic acoustic model, we divided the evaluation portion of the BU-RNC dataset into ten held-out development and cross-validation test sets with 90% of evaluation data (9246 samples) in the former and 10% (1027 samples) in the latter. The ten cross-validation test sets were independent of one another. In the first step, seed acoustic models with 25-mixtures and diagonal covariance were combined with the seed PLM to obtain confidence weights for the adaptation samples. With these weights and 45-mixture diagonal covariance models as a starting point, we implemented the weighted EM-MAP technique to obtain 45-mixture full-covariance models, which we used for classification. When implementing weighted EM-MAP, we ensured that samples corresponding to tokens not present in the PLM (OOV terms) were discarded so that the confidence weights contained contributions from both the prosodic acoustic and language models. The raw confidence weights were pruned so that only those samples with a large difference between the two class posteriors would be used for adaptation (these samples have a very high likelihood of being labeled correctly by the seed models). The pruned confidence scores were used to adapt the seed models. Two parameters were sequentially optimized by evaluating classification performance of the adapted models on the held-out development data: 1) the weight of the acoustic-prosodic model in (2) and 2) the pruning threshold for selecting samples from the adaptation set. Table III summarizes pitch accent classification error performance of the seed and adapted models averaged across the ten cross-validation sets. It is clear that increasing the number of mixtures from 25 to 45, while maintaining the diagonal covariance structure does not improve classification performance significantly (only 0.5% relative on the test sets). On the other hand, we note that the adapted models reduce the classification error rate by 4.5% relative to the 45-mixture seed models on the held-out sets and by 4.3% relative on the test sets . We used the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test to evaluate the statistical significance of these results.
C. Prosody-Enriched Speech Recognizer
We began by implementing the baseline ASR using the SONIC continuous speech recognizer as described in Section II-C. The language model weight was optimized on the held-out development partition; the WER of this system was 29.8% on the held-out set and 32.4% on the test partition. We also evaluated the oracle error rate on these sets by aligning the reference transcriptions with all possible lattice word hypotheses; these were determined to be 24.1% for the development set and 27.2% for the test set. These figures indicate that there is a 5.2% margin for improvement on the test set. The baseline WER for this domain is relatively high due to the following factors.
• We used a relatively small fraction % of the corpus with an in-domain data size of just 14 719 words for training the ASR. The rationale for this choice was to keep the ASR data sets consistent with the partitions used for prosodic event classification. This allowed us to use the same adapted prosody models for pitch accent classification as well as prosody-enriched ASR. Another reason for choosing a small training corpus was to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed adaptation techniques in a sparse data scenario.
• We eliminated all story repetitions between the training and testing partitions. A few news stories in the corpus are read by more than one speaker; if we allowed the same story to exist in the training and testing sets, the baseline WER was significantly reduced because the language model was able to predict these stories extremely well. In fact, the overall WER on the 14 854 word evaluation set was just 23.3%, much lower than the figures quoted in this section. However, we chose to make the task more challenging by not permitting the same story to exist in the training and evaluation sets; this also lets us assess the value of prosody models for ASR. Finally, we implemented the proposed method by using the adapted prosody models to enrich the baseline ASR lattices with categorical pitch accent tags as detailed in Section III-C. We performed Viterbi decoding on the enriched lattices to implement the augmented ASR of (2). The mixing parameters and were optimized on the development set. The error rate of the prosody-enriched ASR was determined to be 29.4% on the development set and 31.4% on the test set. Thus, the augmented ASR gives an absolute WER reduction of 1% (3.1% relative) over the baseline system. We used the NIST Matched Table IV. VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK We began this paper by introducing an architecture for augmenting automatic speech recognition systems with categorical prosody models. The acoustic and language models that make up the prosodic subsystem are decoupled from the baseline ASR and can be implemented and trained independently. We also presented a method for combining these models with the baseline ASR system through lattice enrichment.
One major limitation of categorical prosody models is the lack of sufficiently large speech corpora annotated with symbolic prosody labels for training said models. Data sparsity can result in poor estimates of model parameters. In case of the prosodic language model, it can also result in an unacceptably high OOV rate on the test set. In order to alleviate these issues, we introduced novel adaptation techniques for both prosodic acoustic and language models in an unsupervised setting using a large, unlabeled speech corpus. In both cases, we used the binary pitch accent classification testbed to generate confidence weights for unsupervised adaptation; the same task was also used to evaluate the adapted models.
To adapt the prosodic language model, we used confidence weights generated by the seed models to obtain fractional counts for compound tokens from the adaptation dataset. These counts were used to estimate a new language model which was merged with the seed model to obtain adapted model estimates. The proposed scheme resulted in a 13.8% relative reduction in binary pitch accent classification error rate and a significant reduction in token OOV rate over the seed model. This was found to be far superior to majority prediction and LM prediction, two naïve adaptation schemes to which we compared our proposed method. We note that, with the existing tools, it is only possible to train standard backoff -gram models from the fractional counts, and not factored models; additionally, the tools do not yet permit two factored models to be merged. However, previous work on prosodic event classification [4] demonstrates the power of factored models for that task. On the other hand, a factored model is less useful as far as the prosody-enriched ASR is concerned. Therefore, this limitation may be viewed as a drawback for binary pitch accent classification, but not for prosody-augmented speech recognition. The increased flexibility of being able to generate a factored model as the output of our adaptation scheme is motivation enough for us to include it on our agenda for future work.
We also proposed a weighted EM-MAP algorithm for adaptation of the prosodic acoustic model. This is a more general version of standard MAP, in which each adaptation sample has an associated weight that indicates the "level of belongingness" of that sample to the model it is being used to adapt. These weights are derived from the adaptation dataset using the same pitch accent classification testbed with which we generated fractional counts for PLM adaptation. The proposed method allowed us to train full-covariance models (which we were unable to do with the seed data), and provided classification error reduction of 4.3% relative to the seed models on the binary pitch accent classification task. We wish to emphasize that the weighted EM-MLE and EM-MAP formulations introduced in this paper are quite general and may be applied to arbitrary data ranked by a knowledge source in order of their "importance" or "belongingness" through the assignment of numerical weights or scores. We also note that our proposed scheme does not employ any discriminative adaptation techniques. Thus, while adaptation will likely improve model fit and generalization, it does not necessarily guarantee better classification performance. This is a limitation for tasks such as pitch accent classification; however, it is less of a concern for prosody-enriched ASR. Indeed, MAP adaptation of ASR acoustic models (HMMs) is performed in a generative fashion [25] .
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